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INTRODUCTION: Type I mucopolysaccharidosis is an autosomal recessive disease, caused by the
accumulation of partially degraded mucopolysaccharides due to deficiency of the lysosomal enzyme
alpha-L-iduronidase. It is one of the diseases that can be diagnosed by neonatal expanded screening,
allowing early approach and treatment. OBJECTIVES: Describe a clinical case of a newborn with a
Variant of Uncertain Significance (VUS) confusing the interpretation and outcome of newborn screening.
MATERIAL AND METHODS: This is a descriptive study of a patient that attended the Reference Service
in Neonatal Screening of Amazonas using local data. RESULTS: Clinical case description of a newborn
submitted to neonatal expanded screening, with the first qualitative test presenting decreased alpha-L-
iduronidase. The quantitative test showed the enzyme at a lower limit than the reference, but not a
“disease” limit. In the molecular study were identified variants described as NM_000203.5(IDUA):
c.{920C>T (;) p.Ser307Phe (;) Pro357Leu}, both of uncertain significance (VUS) in the IDUA gene. The
proband's father had a molecular study result presenting NM_000203.5(IDUA): c1070C>T;p(Pro357Leu).
Her mother had NM_000203.5( IDUA ): c920C>T;p.Ser307Phe. Parents were both born in Amazonas, with
negative family history and this result brought stress to the family during the investigation, which made
them seek genetic testing for confirmation. Newborn screening (NBS) methods and therapeutic options
have become increasingly available for mucopolysaccharidoses, and there is clear evidence that early
intervention significantly improves the outcome. A significant problem that is encountered in the follow-
up of infants with abnormal NBS and VUS on molecular analysis results relates to those who cannot be
positively identified as either affected or unaffected. Long-term follow-up of these infants, and of those
detected with late-onset disorders, will be essential to document the true risks and benefits of NBS.
DISCUSSION: The expansion of neonatal screening must be a challenge and confusions like this must be
addressed. Clinical cases like this allow patients with similar results to having conduct taken quickly and
optimally, reassuring the family and providing genetic counseling.
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